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We show that small blocking sets in PG(n, q) with respect to hyperplanes inter-
sect every hyperplane in 1 modulo p points, where q= ph. The result is then
extended to blocking sets with respect to k-dimensional subspaces and, at least
when p>2, to intersections with arbitrary subspaces not just hyperplanes. This can
also be used to characterize certain non-degenerate blocking sets in higher dimen-
sions. Furthermore we determine the possible sizes of small minimal blocking sets
with respect to k-dimensional subspaces.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper PG(n, q), (AG(n, q)) will denote the n-dimen-
sional projective (affine) space over the Galois field GF(q), where q= pn,
p prime.
A blocking set with respect to k-dimensional subspaces (or an (n&k)-blocking
set) in PG(n, q), is a set B of points which intersects every k-dimensional
subspace. Of course, this notion is trivial for k=n or 0, hence we will
always suppose that 0<k<n. A point P of B is called essential if there
exists a k-dimensional subspace that intersects B in P only. Such a sub-
space will be called tangent of B at P. This means that the point P is essen-
tial if and only if B"P is not a k-blocking set. When the points of B are all
essential, B is called minimal (or irreducible). In other words, B is minimal
if no proper subset of it is an (n&k)-blocking set. The blocking set B is tri-
vial if it contains an (n&k)-dimensional subspace, otherwise it is called
non-trivial. A blocking set with respect to k-dimensional subspaces in
PG(n, q) is small if its size is less than 3(qn&k+1)2. For n=2 (and
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necessarily for k=1), we say that B is a planar blocking set or it is a block-
ing set in a plane.
In this paper we will be interested in determining the possible sizes of
small minimal (n&k)-blocking sets, the possible intersection numbers with
subspaces and describing the structure of certain small blocking sets.
There are several results on planar blocking sets; for a survey see [4, 14].
In [15], the author proves that the possible cardinality of a small minimal
blocking set B should lie in one of certain intervals, each of those corres-
ponding to a value pe, where q= pn. Furthermore, when pe{4, 8, he also
shows that each line intersects B in 1 mod pe points.
Blocking sets in higher dimensions were studied by Beutelspacher [2],
Tallini [16], and others. Heim [6] proved that the minimum size of a
1-blocking set in PG(d, q) (d>2, q>3) is the same as in PG(2, q). He also
showed that 1-blocking sets of this cardinality (or 1 bigger) are necessarily
planar. A particular class of blocking sets, the so-called linear blocking sets,
was studied systematically by Lunardon [9] and his students.
In the first part of this paper, we generalize the 1 modulo p result for
blocking sets in PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimensional subspaces, using
purely geometric arguments. Let B be a blocking set of PG(2k, q), k>1,
with respect to k-dimensional subspaces. Consider a (k&1)-spread W of
H=PG(2k&1). It defines a plane ?W. Let B$ be the pointset of ?W,
whose affine points are the points of B"H and whose ideal points are the
elements of W that intersect B. We will call B$ the image of B in ?W. Note
that B$ is a blocking set of ?W. When our blocking set B is a cone over a
blocking set in a subspace, the 1 modulo p result for ?W yields that
k-dimensional subspaces intersect B in 1 modulo p points. Using this, we
first prove the result for 1-blocking sets (Prop. 2.5). The result for k-block-
ing sets (Theorem 2.7) follows by embedding PG(n, q) in PG(n, qn&k) as a
subgeometry.
Using a simple counting argument, we show that for p>2 not just
hyperplanes but other subspaces intersect a k-blocking set in 1 modulo p
points (Prop. 2.6). This can also be used to characterize certain non-trivial
blocking sets in higher dimensions (Theorems 3.14, 3.19).
2. INTERSECTION WITH SUBSPACES
First of all we recall how spreads define translation planes. Take a
(k&1)-spread S of PG(2k&1, q) that is a partition of PG(2k&1, q) into
disjoint (k&1)-dimensional subspaces. Embed PG(2k&1, q)=H in
PG(2k, q) as a hyperplane. Then an affine translation plane ?S can be
defined as follows.
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1. The points of ?S are the points of PG(2k, q)"H .
2. The lines of ?S are the k-dimensional subspaces of PG(2k, q)
which meet H in an element of S.
This affine plane can be extended to a projective plane with the elements
of the spread as ideal points. The regular (k&1)-spreads are the (k&1)-
spreads that define the plane PG(2, qk) in this way, see [5]. For more
details see [7, Sect. 4.1] or [8]. An important property of (k&1)-spreads
of PG(2k&1, q) is that they are also dual spreads, that is every hyperplane
contains exactly one element of the (k&1)-spread.
A collineation of PG(2k&1, q) can be prescribed on 2k projectively inde-
pendent points. Hence given any two not intersecting (k&1)-dimensional
subspaces w1 and w2 of PG(2k&1, q) and a (k&1)-spread, one can find a
collineation, so that w1 and w2 will be elements of the image of this given
(k&1)-spread.
Remark 2.1. Any set of two non-intersecting (k&1)-dimensional sub-
spaces of PG(2k&1, q) can be extended to a regular (k&1)-spread of
(k&1)-dimensional subspaces.
Our first aim is to say something about the possible intersection numbers
of hyperplanes and minimal blocking sets with respect to hyperplanes. For
n=2 the following theorem completes our task.
Theorem 2.2 [15]. A minimal blocking set in PG(2, q), q= ph, of size
less than 32 (q+1) intersects every line in 1 mod p points.
Throughout this paper we will rather use the following corollary of
Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. Let B be a blocking set in PG(2, q), q= ph, p prime, of
size less than 32(q+1). Let l be a line of PG(2, q), so that each point of B
on the line l is essential to B. Then l intersects B in 1 mod p points.
Proof. Delete the non-essential points one by one until a minimal
blocking set is obtained. The result follows from Theorem 2.2 as none of
the points of the line l will be removed. K
To be able to use the idea mentioned in the Introduction, we will need
the following construction to obtain a blocking set with respect to k-dimen-
sional subspaces from a given blocking set with respect to hyperplanes.
Construction 2.4. Let B be a blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect to
hyperplanes. Embed PG(n, q) in PG(m, q) as a subspace. Choose an
arbitrary (m&n&1)-dimensional subspace P, not intersecting PG(n, q),
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and construct the cone C with base B and vertex P. Then C & PG(n, q)=B.
The cone C is a blocking set in PG(m, q) with respect to (n&1)-dimen-
sional subspaces. Furthermore, if B is minimal, then C is minimal as well.
Proof. First we show that any (n&1)-dimensional subspace S of
PG(m, q) intersects C. If S intersects P, then there is nothing to prove,
otherwise S and P generate a hyperplane H of PG(m, q). A hyperplane
intersects PG(n, q) in an (n&1)-dimensional subspace. Hence H must con-
tain a point Q of B, as B blocks every hyperplane of PG(n, q). Since the
(m&n)-dimensional subspace (P, Q) is contained in the hyperplane H, it
intersects S, and so S intersects the cone C. If C contained a point x of
PG(n, q)"B, then there would be a point b # B, for which (b, P) & PG(n, q)
contains x; this is impossible since (b, P) & PG(n, q) has dimension 0.
Now assume that B is minimal. For the minimality of C, we only have
to show that any point R of C"B is essential. Let R$ be the projection of
R from P onto B. Since B is minimal, there is an (n&1)-dimensional sub-
space SR$ in PG(n, q) through R$, that is tangent to B and so tangent to
C. Hence any (n&1)-dimensional subspace in (SR$ , P) through R not
intersecting P proves that R is essential. K
Proposition 2.5. A minimal blocking set in PG(n, q), q= ph, with
respect to hyperplanes and of size less than 32 (q+1) intersects every hyper-
plane in 1 mod p points.
Proof. The proof goes by induction on n. For n=2 it is Theorem 2.2.
Now assume that it is true for (n&1). We wish to show that an arbitrary
hyperplane H intersects the minimal blocking set B in 1 mod p points.
Embed PG(n, q) in PG(2n&2, q) as a subspace and construct the cone C,
as in Construction 2.4. Now m=2n&2, so the vertex P of the cone C will
be an (n&3)-dimensional subspace and H & C=H & B, by Construction
2.4.
By the induction hypothesis we may assume that B is not in H, which
means that there is an (n&2)-dimensional subspace L/H, that does not
intersect B. Let H* be an (n&1)-dimensional subspace of PG(n, q) through
L, so that there is only one point Q of B on H*. Such a subspace exists;
otherwise, counting the number of points of B on the hyperplanes of
PG(n, q) through L, we would get at least 2(q+1) points, which con-
tradicts our assumption made on the size of B. By Remark 2.1, there exists
a regular (n&2)-spread W of the hyperplane (H*, P) , so that it contains
(P, Q) and L. Let ?W denote the plane defined by the (n&2)-spread W
and C$ denote the image of C in ?W.
Since |B| is an integer |B|< 32 (q+1) means that |B|
3
2q+1. Now,




Note that on the plane ?W, the subspace H will correspond to a line h,
so we only have to show that the points of h & C$ are all essential to C$,
as Corollary 2.4 would then finish the proof. To see this take a point R of
H & B. Since B is minimal, there exists an (n&1)-dimensional subspace HR
through R, that is in PG(n, q) and tangent to B. The hyperplane (HR , P)
intersects (H*, P) in a (2n&4)-dimensional subspace, hence it contains
exactly one element w of W. We show that (w, R) & C=R and hence
(w, R) corresponds to a tangent line of C$ in the plane ?W, and so R
corresponds to an essential point of C$. If P does not intersect (w, R) ,
then the projection from P is a 1&1 correspondence between the the
points of C & (w, R) and HR & C and hence the result follows. Otherwise,
let S denote a point of P & (w, R) (note that S=% R). The line RS is con-
tained in the cone C and it intersects w as well. Hence w intersects the cone.
From above, this means that w=(P, Q) , so Q is in (P, HR) & PG(n, q)
and so it lies in HR , which is a contradiction. K
Now we extend the result of Proposition 2.5 to arbitrary subspaces.
Proposition 2.6. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with
respect to hyperplanes, q= ph, p>2 prime, and assume that |B|< 32(q+1).
Then any subspace that intersects B, intersects it in 1 mod p points.
Proof. For (n&1)-dimensional subspaces this is Proposition 2.5. First
we prove that the statement is true for (n&2)-dimensional subspaces. On
the contrary, suppose that an (n&2)-dimensional subspace Z intersects B,
but not in 1 mod p points.
If |B & Z|#% 0 (mod p), then since a hyperplane intersects B in 1 mod p
points, each hyperplane through Z must contain at least two points of
B"Z. Counting the number of points of B"Z on the hyperplanes through
Z, gives that B has at least 2(q+1) points, which is a contradiction.
When 0{|B & Z|#0 (mod p), the earlier reasoning works if each hyper-
plane through Z contains at least two points of B"Z. Assume that there is
a hyperplane H through Z containing only one point P of B"Z. Let Q be
a point in Z & B. Since B is minimal, there exists a hyperplane HQ through
Q that is tangent to B. The (n&2)-dimensional subspace (HQ & Z, P)
intersects B in exactly two points. Since p>2, this is a contradiction by the
proof in the previous case.
Finally, assume that the theorem is true for any k-dimensional subspace,
(2) kn&2. We prove that it is true for (k&1)-dimensional subspaces
too. Take any (k&1)-dimensional subspace U. If it intersects B, but not in
1 mod p points, then as before each subspace through U contains at least
one point of B"U. Since through a (k&1)-dimensional subspace (kn&2)
there are more than q2 k-dimensional subspaces, counting the number of
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points of B"U on the k-dimensional subspaces through U, we get a con-
tradiction. K
Theorem 2.7. Let B be a minimal blocking set B of PG(n, q) with
respect to k-dimensional subspaces, q= ph, p>2 prime, and assume that
|B|< 32(q
n&k+1). Then any subspace that intersects B, intersects it in 1 mod
p points.
Proof. Case k=n&1 is proved in Proposition 2.6. Now let k<n&1.
Embed PG(n, q) in PG(n, qn&k) as a subgeometry. Consider PG(n, qn&k) as
an (n+1)(n&k)-dimensional vectorspace V over GF(q). A hyperplane of
PG(n, qn&k) is an n(n&k)-dimensional and PG(n, q) is an (n+1)-dimen-
sional vectorspace in V. Hence a hyperplane of PG(n, qn&k) contains at
least a k dimensional subspace of PG(n, q), therefore B is a blocking set of
PG(n, qn&k) with respect to hyperplanes.
To show that B is minimal, take a point P of B. Since B was minimal
in PG(n, q), there exists a k-dimensional subspace K of PG(n, q) that is
tangent to B. Any hyperplane of PG(n, qn&k) through K that intersects
PG(n, q) in K proves that P is essential.
To prove the theorem, take an arbitrary subspace of PG(n, q). This sub-
space can be extended to a subspace of PG(n, qn&k) of the same dimension.
Hence the result follows from Proposition 2.6. K
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section we will show how Theorem 2.7 can be used to obtain
more information on blocking sets in an n-dimensional projective space.
3.1. An Observation
Lemma 3.1. Let B be a blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimen-
sional subspaces, q= ph, p prime, and suppose that |B|2qn&k. Assume that
each k-dimensional subspace of PG(n, q) intersects B in 1 mod p points. Then
B is minimal.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that B is not minimal. Let P be a non-
essential point of B. This means that each k-dimensional subspace through
P contains at least one point of B"P. Since every k-dimensional subspace
intersects B in 1 mod p points, each k-dimensional subspace through P
must contain at least two points of B"P. If there exists a (k&1)-dimen-
sional subspace M through P, so that M & B=P, then by counting the
number of points of B on the k-dimensional subspaces through M, we get
more than 2qn&k points, which is a contradiction.
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Now we show that the above-mentioned subspace M exists. When k=1
we take M to be the point P itself. If k>2, then since there are more than
qn&1 lines through P and since each of these lines contain no point or at
least two points of B"P, there must be a line l through P, so that it does
not intersect B"P. The same argument shows that if there is a (t&1)-
dimensional subspace (where t<k) through P with no point of B"P on it,
then one can find a t-dimensional one (through P) with the same property.
Consequently, there is a (k&1)-dimensional subspace through P, that does
not intersect B"P. K
Next, we give a corollary of the previous lemma.
Corollary 3.2. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with
respect to k-dimensional subspaces, q= ph, p>2 prime. Assume that
|B| 32 (q
n&k+1). Choose a t-dimensional subspace P, not intersecting B,
and an (n&t&1)-dimensional subspace H, not intersecting P. Project B
from P onto H and denote the projection by B$. Then B$ is a minimal block-
ing set of H with respect to (k&t&1)-dimensional subspaces.
Proof. Take any (k&t&1)-dimensional subspace : of H and consider
the k-dimensional subspace generated by P and :. Since B is a blocking set
with respect to k-dimensional subspaces, (:, P) contains a point Q of B,
and so the intersection point of (P, Q) and : is a point of B$ in :, whence
B$ is a blocking set in H with respect to (k&t&1)-dimensional subspaces.
Now we prove that B$ is minimal. A point R$ of B$ is the projection of
the points of (P, R$) & B, hence by Theorem 2.7 R$ is the projection of 1
mod p points. So an arbitrary (k&t&1)-dimensional subspace ; of H
intersects B$ mod p the same number of points as (P, ;) intersects B, and
this is 1 mod p again by Theorem 2.7. So by Lemma 3.1 B$ is minimal. K
3.2. Spectra of Blocking Sets
Note that Theorem 2.2 says that the possible values for the size of a min-
imal blocking set in PG(2, q), q= ph, p prime, are those that are equal to
1 mod p. (To see this, one has to count the points of B on the lines through
a given point.) For simplicity, we introduce the following notation.
Notation 3.3. Let S(q) be the set of the possible sizes of minimal block-
ing sets in PG(2, q) with cardinality less than 32 (q+1).
Our goal is to show that the possible sizes of minimal blocking sets in
PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimensional subspaces and with cardinality less
than 32 (q
n&k+1) depend on the possible sizes of minimal blocking sets of
projective planes.
First we handle the case k=n&1; to do that the following lemma is
needed.
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Lemma 3.4. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect to
hyperplanes, n>2, q= ph, p prime.
1. Suppose that |B|<- 2q. Then there exists a point Q in PG(n, q), so
that Q does not lie on any of the secants of B.
2. Assume that p>2 and assume also that |B|< 32 (q+1). Then there
exists a point Q in PG(n, q), so that Q does not lie on any of the secants of B.
Proof. (1) comes from simple counting. There are at most ( |B|2 ) secants
of B, each contains at most (q&1) points not from B. Therefore there are
less than q3 such points in PG(n, q)"B, that lie on a secant of B.
(2) can be proved by repeating the same argument, taking into
account Theorem 2.7. When p>2, we know that each secant of B contains
at least (3+1) points. Hence there are only at most ( |B|2 )(
4
2) secants of B
and so, as before, we are done. K
Now we give two propositions that determine the possible sizes of mini-
mal blocking sets in PG(n, q) with respect to hyperplanes in terms of the
possible sizes of minimal blocking sets in projective planes of different
order. The first one extends Heim’s result mentioned in the introduction for
small blocking sets.
Proposition 3.5. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with
respect to hyperplanes, q= ph, p prime. If p=2 let |B|<- 2q, otherwise let
|B|< 32 (q+1). Then |B| # S(q).
Proof. The proof is again by induction on n. For n=2, we just get the
definition of S(q) back. Suppose that the proposition is true for n&1. Let
Q be a point in PG(n, q)"B, not lying on any of the secants of B. Then by
Corollary 3.2 projecting B from Q onto a hyperplane H, not through Q, we
obtain a minimal blocking set B$ of H with respect to hyperplanes (of H ).
Since each line through Q contains at most 1 point of B, |B|=|B$|; hence
the result follows from the induction hypothesis. K
Proposition 3.6. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with
respect to hyperplanes, q= ph, p>2 prime. Suppose that |B|< 32(q+1). Then
(( |B|&1) qn&2+1) # S(qn&1).
Proof. To prove the proposition we just have to recall the proof of
Proposition 2.5 again. By Construction 2.4, the cone C is a minimal block-
ing set of PG(2n&2, q) with respect to (n&1)-dimensional subspaces. So
from Theorem 2.7 every (n&1)-dimensional subspace intersects C in 1
mod p points. Note that since the way of constructing the cone C, we can
determine the size of the blocking set C$ on the plane ?W. The points of
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(P, Q) correspond to the same point, while the rest of the points of C
correspond to different points, so |C$|=( |B|&1) qn&2+1. Note also that
?W was isomorphic to PG(2, qn&1) and the lines of ?W correspond to
(n&1)-dimensional subspaces of PG(2n&2, q). So from above, each line of
?W intersects C$ in 1 mod p points; hence by Lemma 3.1 C$ is a minimal
blocking set on the plane ?W. K
Now let B be a blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimensional
subspaces. As in the proof of Theorem 2.7, by embedding PG(n, q) into
PG(n, qn&k) B becomes a 1-blocking set of PG(n, qn&k). So, as before, we
can extend the results of the two propositions above.
Corollary 3.7. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with
respect to k-dimensional subspaces, q= ph, p prime. If p=2 let |B|<
- 2qn&k; otherwise let |B|< 32 (qn&k+1). Then
1. |B| # S(qn&k)
2. If p>2, then (( |B|&1)(qn&k)n&2+1) # S((qn&k)n&1). K
In the planar case it was proved that the possible sizes for a minimal
blocking set of PG(2, q) with cardinality less than 32 (q+1) (i.e., the
elements of S(q)) should lie in some intervals.
Notation 3.8. Let l(q, e) (u(q, e)) denote the biggest (smallest) integer
so that for any minimal blocking set B of PG(2, q), q= ph, p prime, and of
size l(q, e)|B|u(q, e), e is the largest integer such that each line
intersects B in 1 mod pe points.
In [15] it was proved that for a fixed q, these intervals are disjoint
unless pe=2, 4, 8, and for q= ph, eh2. It was also mentioned in [15]
that for pe{2, 4, 8 Blokhuis’ lower bound is valid; that is, q+1+
peW (qpe+1)( pe+1)Xl(q, e). The best bound for u(q, e) is due to
Polverino [10].
Theorem 3.9. For pe{2, 4, 8
u(q, e)

1+( pe+1)(q+1)&- [1+( pe+1)(q+1)]2 4( pe+1)(q2+q+1)
2
.










} } } . K
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Note also that |B|u(q, e) means that the blocking set B lies in an inter-
val belonging to e$, where e$e, and so B intersects every line in 1 mod
pe$ points, whence B intersects every line in 1 mod pe points.
Now we generalize the previous theorems for blocking sets with respect
to hyperplanes.
Proposition 3.10. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with
respect to hyperplanes, q= ph, p>2 prime. Assume that |B|< 32 (q+1). Let
e be the integer, for which l(qn&1, e)( |B|&1) qn&2+1u(qn&1, e). Then
each subspace that intersects B, intersects it in 1 mod pe points.
Proof. The same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.5 proves
that an arbitrary hyperplane H intersects B in 1 mod pe points. To see this
we just have to note that the blocking set C$ in ?W (in the proof of
Proposition 2.5) is minimal and has size of ( |B|&1) qn&2+1 (see the proof
of Lemma 3.6). Hence each line of the plane ?W intersects C$ in 1 mod pe
points.
To prove that any subspace of dimension less than (n&1) that intersects
B intersects it in 1 mod pe points, we just have to copy the proof of
Proposition 2.6 again, writing pe instead of p. K
Again by embedding PG(n, q) into PG(n, qn&k), from a blocking set of
PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimensional subspaces we obtain a blocking set
of PG(n, qn&k) with respect to hyperplanes. Hence we can generalize the
above proposition.
Corollary 3.11. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with
respect to k-dimensional subspaces, q= ph, p>2 prime. Assume that |B|<
3
2 (q
n&k+1). Let e be the integer, for which l((qn&k)n&1, e)( |B|&1)
(qn&k)n&2+1u((qn&k)n&1, e). Then each subspace that intersects B,
intersects it in 1 mod pe points.
3.3. An Attempt to Characterize Blocking Sets
In this subsection we attempt to characterize blocking sets of PG(n, q)
with respect to k-dimensional subspaces, n>2, q= ph, p prime. First let us
see a few examples of blocking sets.
A k-dimensional subspace intersects a t-dimensional subspace T at least
in a (k+t&n)-dimensional subspace (now let tn&k). Hence a blocking
set of T with respect to its (k+t&n)-dimensional subspaces is obviously a
blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimensional subspaces. So the
interesting blocking sets in PG(n, q) are those, that are not contained in a
smaller dimensional subspace of PG(n, q). Here we follow [12] and call
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these blocking sets non-degenerate. The next remark shows that the con-
verse is also true.
Remark 3.12. If B is a blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimen-
sional subspaces and if B is contained in a t-dimensional subspace T, then
B is a blocking set of T with respect to its (k+t&n)-dimensional sub-
spaces. Furthermore, if B is a minimal blocking set in PG(n, q), then B is
minimal in T as well.
The next lemma provides us with a series of examples.
Lemma 3.13. A subgeometry S of dimension h(n&k) and of order p is a
minimal blocking set with respect to k-dimensional subspaces in PG(n, ph).
Proof. PG(n, ph) can be identified with an ((n+1) h)-dimensional vec-
tor space V over GF( p) in a natural way. Then a k-dimensional subspace
in PG(n, ph) is a ((k+1) h)-dimensional subspace in V, and the sub-
geometry S is an (h(n&k)+1)-dimensional linear subspace in V. Since
(h(n&k)+1)+(k+1) h>(n+1) h, S blocks every k-dimensional sub-
spaces in PG(n, ph). The minimality of S comes from an easy counting
argument. K
Some special cases were already studied in [13]. Here, when h is even
and p>3, the blocking sets with respect to hyperplanes of cardinality at
most the size of the second smallest minimal blocking set in PG(2, q) are
characterized as planar blocking sets. When h=3s, p5, q>5, the
blocking sets with respect to hyperplanes and of cardinality at most
(q3+q2+q+1) are characterized as planar blocking sets or as a sub-
geometry PG(3, ps).
Theorem 3.14. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect
to k-dimensional subspaces, q= ph and p>2 prime. Suppose that |B|
3
2 (q
n&k+1) and h(n&k)n. Assume that B is not contained in an
(h(n&k)&1)-dimensional subspace of PG(n, q), then B is projectively equiv-
alent to PG(h(n&k), p).
Before proving Theorem 3.14, let us have a closer look at it. It says, that
for h(n&k)<n the only small (that is, |B|< 32 (q
n&k+1)) minimal blocking
sets of PG(n, q) with respect to k-dimensional subspaces are the degenerate
ones. When h(n&k)=n, the only non-trivial minimal blocking set with
respect to k-dimensional subspaces is the subgeometry of order p.
Note that this theorem also implies that the blocking sets in question are
linear. In [12] it is proved that every small (n&k)-blocking set of Re dei
type (i.e.; a blocking set with qn&k affine points) is linear, and also their
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shape is described. The proof of Storme and Sziklai uses the result of [3],
where the case n=2, k=1 is established.
Proof of Theorem 3.14. First we prove that every secant of B contains
( p+1) points. On the contrary, suppose that there is a secant l, so that
|l & B|=% p+1. Then by Theorem 2.6 l contains at least (2p+1) points of
B. Since B is not contained in an (h(n&k)&1)-dimensional subspace,
there is a point P1 of B"l. The lines connecting a point of l & B and P1 by
Theorem 2.7 should also contain at least p+1 points of B. Hence the plane
(P1 , l) contains at least 2p2+ p+1 points of B. Now, repeating the above
arguments first we find a point P2 in B"(P, l) , then a point P3 in
B"(P3 , (P2 , l)) } } } and so on. Hence B must have at least 2ph(n&k)+
ph(n&k)&1+ } } } + p+1 points, which is a contradiction.
Next we show, that if a plane contains three non-collinear points of B,
then it contains exactly p2+ p+1 points of it. From above, we know that
such a plane must contain at least p2+ p+1 points. Assume that it con-
tains more than that, that is at least p2+2p+1 points. As before, this
implies that |B|ph(n&k)+2ph(n&k)&1+ } } } + p+1, but this contradicts
the upper bound on |B| coming from Theorem 3.9 by taking e=1. Hence
if : is a plane of PG(n, q) containing three non-collinear points of B, then
: & B is a subplane of order p.
Every plane of PG(n, q) intersects B in 1 point or in ( p+1) collinear
points or in a subplane of order p, so Veblen’s theorem (see [1, p. 806])
implies that B is a projective subgeometry of order p. The result follows,
since such a subgeometry is a minimal blocking set by Lemma 3.13. K
In particular when h=1, h=2 and h=3, the theorem above implies the
following corollaries.
Corollary 3.15. A non-trivial minimal blocking set of PG(n, p) with




Corollary 3.16. A non-trivial minimal blocking set of PG(n, p2) with
respect to hyperplanes and of size less than 32 ( p
2+1), p>2 prime, is a Baer
subplane.
Corollary 3.17. A non-trivial minimal blocking set of PG(n, p3) with
respect to hyperplanes and of size less than 32 ( p
3+1), p>2 prime, is a planar
blocking set or a subgeometry of dimension three and order p.
Since the blocking sets of PG(2, p3) are characterized by Polverino (see
[11]), the corollary above gives a full description of the small minimal
blocking sets of PG(n, p3) with respect to hyperplanes.
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Now, we try to say something about the possible non-degenerate block-
ing sets when h(n&k)>n. Similarly to Lemma 3.13 one easily proves the
following.
Lemma 3.18. Assume that e is a divisor of h. Then a subgeometry S of
dimension he (n&k) and of order p
e is a minimal blocking set with respect to
k-dimensional subspaces in PG(n, ph). K
When our blocking set is such that each secant of it contains 1 mod pe
points, then similarly to Theorem 3.14 the following theorem can be
proved.
Theorem 3.19. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(n, q) with respect
to k-dimensional subspaces, q= ph and p>2 prime. Assume that e is an
integer, 1e h2 , and
h
e (n&k)n. Suppose also that ( |B|&1)(q
n&k)n&2+1
u((qn&k)n&1, e) (where u((qn&k)n&1, e) is defined in Notation 3.8). Then
B is contained in an (W he (n&k)X&1)-dimensional subspace of PG(n, q) or B
is projectively equivalent to PG( he (n&k), p
e).
Proof. Note that by Corollary 3.11 and by the remark after Theorem
3.9 every subspace that intersects B, intersects it in 1 mod pe points.
First, suppose that e is not a divisor of h. Starting from a secant line of
B, in the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.14, one can prove that if
B is not contained in an (W he (n&k)X&1)-dimensional subspace, then B
has at least peWhe(n&k)X+ peWhe(n&k)X&1+ } } } + pe+1 points. Since now
eW he (n&k)X>h(n&k), this means that B would have too many points,
hence B must lie in a subspace of dimension (W he (n&k)X&1).
Second, assume that e is a divisor of h. Then as before one may prove
that each secant of B contains 1 mod pe points and each plane intersects
B in 1 point or in ( pe+1) collinear points or in a subplane of order pe.
Hence again by Veblen’s theorem we get that B is projectively equivalent
to PG( he (n&k), p
e). K
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